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Abstract
We present a novel Structure from Motion pipeline that
is capable of reconstructing accurate camera poses for
panorama-style video capture without prior camera intrin-
sic calibration. While panorama-style capture is common
and convenient, previous reconstruction methods fail to ob-
tain accurate reconstructions due to the rotation-dominant
motion and small baseline between views. Our method is
built on the assumption that the camera motion approxi-
mately corresponds to motion on a sphere, and we introduce
three novel relative pose methods to estimate the funda-
mental matrix and camera distortion for spherical motion.
These solvers are efficient and robust, and provide an excel-
lent initialization for bundle adjustment. A soft prior on the
camera poses is used to discourage large deviations from
the spherical motion assumption when performing bundle
adjustment, which allows cameras to remain properly con-
strained for optimization in the absence of well-triangulated
3D points. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed
method we evaluate our approach on both synthetic and
real-world data, and demonstrate that camera poses are ac-
curate enough for multiview stereo.
1. Introduction
The way that we capture and share experiences is con-
stantly evolving. With the rise of social media platforms
and the recent increase in camera quality on mobile phones,
we are no longer limited to only sharing images. Panora-
mas provide a convenient method for increasing the visual
coverage of the scene and utilize the same visualization as
standard images. Capturing a panorama is simple and con-
venient: you simply rotate the camera in your outstretched
arm to scan the scene of interest (c.f . Figure 1). This type
of capture is a natural motion, just as easy as taking a
video, and captures far more visual information about the
surrounding scene than an image alone.
∗The majority of this work was performed while the author was at the
University of Washington.
Figure 1. Our system is able to successfully compute camera pose
and geometry for panorama-style video sequences from handheld
cameras. Typical SfM systems fail to reconstruct these scenes
due to the rotation-dominant motion and limited baseline between
views.
While a panorama provides more visual information than
a standard image, it still does not truly convey the feel-
ing of “being there” because it does not properly capture
parallax. To achieve greater immersion, a 3D representa-
tion of the scene is necessary to provide stereo and depth
cues as we would experience in the real world. Ideally, this
3D information could be incorporated into a panoramic 3D
model of your surroundings allowing for depth cues when
parallax can be detected and seamlessly reverting to a stan-
dard panorama in areas without parallax. In order to detect
parallax, however, camera poses must be accurately recon-
structed e.g., with Structure-from-Motion (SfM) or Simul-
taneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) techniques.
Unfortunately, scenes that are well-suited for panorama
capture are often ill-conditioned for reconstruction with
conventional SfM or SLAM methods. This is because the
rotation-dominant motion leads to limited overlap between
images, thus the baseline between images that contain com-
mon features is typically small relative to the scene depth
and point triangulation for reconstruction is unstable. For
cell phone cameras, this problem is further amplified by the
limited field of view of the camera and additional challenges
arise due to motion blur and rolling shutter. Capturing im-
age sequences with sufficient baseline is of course possible,
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but it is an imperfect and unnatural process especially for
untrained users. As such, it is difficult to capture a scene
with the proper constraints to obtain high quality SfM re-
constructions without some form of online feedback.
In this paper, we present a system for reconstruct-
ing handheld videos that provides the convenience of
panorama-style capture with the reconstruction quality of
traditional SfM pipelines. Our accurate pose reconstruc-
tions are key to enabling realistic 3D scene reconstruc-
tion and visualization via multiview stereo and image-based
rendering methods. Our method does not require prior
camera calibration, and is able to efficiently obtain accu-
rate reconstructions despite the rotation-dominant motion
of panorama-style capture. A core contribution of this work
is three novel pose methods that model panorama-style mo-
tion as motion on a sphere [33] and allow us to obtain ac-
curate camera intrinsic calibration and relative motion be-
tween video frames. We use these solvers to initialize an
SfM pipeline that exploits priors on the camera motion dur-
ing panorama-style capture. These priors allow our system
to be robust to a variety of scenes, including scenes with dis-
tant scene points that are typically unsuitable for traditional
reconstruction techniques. The system is fast, allowing cap-
tures in roughly a minute, and works on a number of scenes
where state-of-the-art SfM and SLAM pipelines struggle or
completely fail. We test our solvers and the SfM pipeline
on several video sequences from a Google Pixel and Go-
Pro, and demonstrate the applicability of our pipeline for
enabling VR experiences.
2. Related Work
Inferring the relative geometry between two images is a
core problems in geometric computer vision. Point corre-
spondences between images are typically used to compute
the pose, with the number of correspondences required of-
ten corresponding to the degrees of freedom of the prob-
lem. So called “minimal solvers” have received much at-
tention in recent years due to their applicability for pose es-
timation in the presence of noise and outliers in RANSAC
schemes [1, 2, 5, 16, 18]. Specialized algorithms have been
created that exploit specific camera motions[6, 13, 23, 33],
or available sensor measurements (e.g. internal measure-
ment units) that reduce the degrees of freedom for solving
for camera pose [31, 30]. Our work belongs in the former
category as we exploit the fact that panorama-style motion
can be approximately modeled as motion on a sphere to de-
rive efficient minimal solvers.
Constraining motion to lie on a sphere was first exploited
by Ventura [33] to determine the essential matrix (and thus
relative pose) between two images with known camera cali-
bration for this particular motion. The assumption of spher-
ical motion reduces the degrees of freedom in the problem
from 5 for the general case [21] to 3, enabling an efficient
Figure 2. For spherical motion, cameras rotate at a fixed distance
from the sphere’s center with the optical axis aligned to the ray
from the camera center to the sphere center. This reduces the de-
grees of freedom of the camera pose from 6 to 3, allowing for
simplified methods to determine camera pose.
and accurate algorithm for determining relative motion. The
author demonstrates the applicability of this solver in a
spherical SfM system, though he notes that the accuracy for
outward-facing sequences can be poor and deviations from
the spherical motion assumption cause the system to fail.
We build on Ventura’s work [33] to design three new
solvers for determining the fundamental matrix and calibra-
tion when the motion between cameras is constrained to a
sphere. Whereas the fundamental matrix for general motion
is estimated from 7 [10] or 8-point correspondences [11],
our spherical motions solvers compute the fundamental ma-
trix from as few as 4 point correspondences. We can ad-
ditionally compute a common radial distortion parameter
with 5 or 6 correspondences. These fundamental matrix
solvers are integrated into an SfM pipeline suitable for re-
constructing panorama-style captures from handheld video
sequences. Unlike [33], our method does not require prior
calibration, allowing for more general use, and our system
is robust to deviations from spherical motion.
3. Spherical Geometry for Handheld Video
Our pano-style capture motion roughly follows a “spher-
ical motion” trajectory [33] where the camera rotates at a
fixed distance from an origin and the optical axis is aligned
with the ray between the origin and camera center (c.f . Fig-
ure 2). The camera faces outward towards the scene, with
a possible additional rotation about its optical axis. Under
spherical motion the camera position is exactly defined by
the camera rotation, leading to only 3 degrees of freedom
for the camera pose. The global scale of the scene is de-
fined by the radius of the sphere and, further, the relative
scale between camera pairs is known exactly because the
radius of the sphere is fixed. For an outward facing camera
under spherical motion, the camera pose may be expressed
as:
P = K [R| − z] , (1)
where K is the camera intrinsic matrix, R is the rotation
matrix and z = [0 0 1]>. The intrinsic matrix is defined as:
K =
f s px0 αf py
0 0 1
 , (2)
where f is the focal length of the camera, (px, py) is the
principal point, s is the skew and α is the pixel aspect ratio.
We assume that the principal point is located at the center
of the image, and that the skew is 0 with a unit pixel aspect
ratio. This leads to a simplified intrinsic matrix:
K =
f 0 00 f 0
0 0 1
 . (3)
The assumption of spherical motion presents several sig-
nificant advantages over general motion. First, the relative
poses between camera pairs may be directly composed to-
gether in a common coordinate system because the scale of
the relative motion is known. Second, the reduced degrees
of freedom (3, as opposed to 5 for general motion) leads
to simplified relative pose methods [33]. Third, the rela-
tive pose methods for spherical motion are robust to small
motion and very distant scene depth due to the known scale.
3.1. Epipolar Geometry for Spherical Motion
The essential matrix relates normalized image corre-
spondences xn and x′n (i.e., with the effect of camera in-
trinsic parameters removed) via the epipolar constraint:
x′>Ex = 0. (4)
For motion on a sphere, Ventura [33] showed that the essen-
tial matrix has a special form due to the constrained motion:
E =
e1 e2 e3e2 −e1 e4
e5 e6 0
 , (5)
The six unknown variables of the essential matrix may be
efficiently determined from three normalized point corre-
spondences [33].
The essential matrix assumes explicit knowledge of the
camera intrinsic calibration. This information may be un-
available (most cell phone cameras do not store focal length
information in video metadata) or difficult to obtain. In the
absence of camera intrinsic information, the fundamental
matrix F may instead be use to describe the epipolar geom-
etry where the relation
E = K>FK, (6)
relates the essential matrix to the fundamental matrix with
the camera intrinsics matrix K. We assume the the two im-
ages share the same camera intrinsics.
F = K−>EK−1 =
 e1 e2 fe3e2 −e1 fe4
fe5 fe6 0
 =
f1 f2 f3f2 −f1 f4
f5 f6 0
 ,
(7)
where the inverse of the camera intrinsics matrix is param-
eterized as
K−1 = K−> =
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 f
 . (8)
Note that while 6 unknowns are used to represent the
fundamental matrix, there are only 4 degrees of freedom
(3 for rotation, 1 for focal length). As such, only 4 point
correspondences are necessary to compute the fundamental
matrix as opposed to 7 for the case of general motion [10].
3.2. Estimating the Fundamental Matrix
Given N ≥ 4 point correspondences, the epipolar con-
straints for the fundamental matrix for spherical motion are
given by:
p′>i Fpi = 0, i = 1, . . . , N. (9)
Each point correspondence gives rise to a single linear equa-
tion in the entries of F . We can rearrange the epipolar con-
straint to obtain a linear system:
AFˆ = 0, (10)
where A is a N × 6 coefficient matrix and
Fˆ = [f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6]
>. By computing the singular
value decomposition of A, we may express F in terms of
two vectors spanning the right nullspace of A:
F = xF1 + (1− x)F2, (11)
for some scalar x. To solve for x, we may substitute Eq. (11)
into the singularity constraint of the fundamental matrix:
det(F ) = 0. (12)
Similar to the seven point algorithm for computing the fun-
damental matrix for general motion [10], this leads to a cu-
bic polynomial in x, whose roots reveal up to 3 solutions
for the fundamental matrix.
3.3. Incorporating Radial Distortion
In practice, virtually all cameras exhibit some amount of
radial distortion. Fitzgibbon [7] demonstrated that ignoring
radial distortion can lead to significant errors in camera cal-
ibration and feature matching, even for standard consumer
cameras. Further, radial distortion can introduce many lo-
cal minima to bundle adjustment problems, making a good
initialization of camera parameters especially important [7].
Properly modeling radial distortion is especially important
for wide field-of-view cameras such as GoPros.
To model the effect of radial distortion we use the one-
parameter radial undistortion model presented in [7]. In
this model, undistorted points are related to their distorted
counterparts as:
pu(λ) =
[
xd, yd, 1 + λ(x
2
d + y
2
d)
]>
, (13)
where pu is the homogeneous coordinate of the undistorted
point, pd = (xd, yd) is the distorted point, and λ is the
radial distortion parameter. This representation of undis-
torted points may be susbtituted into the epipolar constraint
of Eq. (9): x′dy′d
1 + λr′2d
> f1 f2 f3f2 −f1 f4
f5 f6 0
 xdyd
1 + λr2d
 = 0, (14)
where r2d = x
2
d+y
2
d and r
′2
d = x
′2
d +y
′2
d . Again, we assume
that the two images share the same camera intrinsics and
thus have the same radial distortion.
When accounting for radial distortion there are now 5
degrees of freedom for spherical motion (3 for rotation, 1
for focal length, and 1 for radial distortion), implying that
we can solve for the fundamental matrix and radial distor-
tion parameter from 5 point correspondences. Given 5 point
correspondences, we can reform Eq. (14) into a linear sys-
tem:
AX = 0 (15)
where A is a 5 × 10 coefficient matrix with and
X = [λf3, λf4, λf5, λf6, f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6]
>
After applying Gaussian elimination to matrix A, one
can linearly eliminate 5 unknown monomials by ex-
pressing them in terms of the remaining 5 monomi-
als. Since f1 and f2 appear linearly in Eq. (15), it
is natural to eliminate them. We additionally choose
to eliminate {f3, λf3, λf4}. The eliminated monomials
{f1, f2, f3, λf3, λf4} may now be expressed in terms of
the remaining monomials {f4, f5, f6, λf5, λf6}, or equiv-
alently as a quadratic function of the unknown variables
{f4, f5, f6, λ}. Thus, for f1, f2, f3 we have:
fi = hi(f4, f5, f6, λ) (16)
For monomials λf3 and λf4 we have
λf3 = h4(f4, f5, f6, λ) (17)
λf4 = h5(f4, f5, f6, λ) (18)
We can further eliminate f3 from Eq. (17) by replacing it
with h3(f4, f5, f6, λ):
λh3(f4, f5, f6, λ)− h4(f4, f5, f6, λ) = 0 (19)
Additionally, we can substitute the expressions of (16) into
the singularity constraint of Eq. (12):
det
h1 h2 h3h2 −h1 f4
f5 f6 0
 = 0 (20)
Together with Eq. (18) and Eq. (19), we obtain 3 equations
in 4 unknowns. Since the fundamental matrix may only
be estimated up to scale, we may obtain a 4th equation by
constraining the norm of the fundamental matrix:
||F ||2 − 1 = 0 (21)
2h21 + 2h
2
2 + h
2
3 + f
2
4 + f
2
5 + f
2
6 − 1 = 0 (22)
To avoid any square roots, we constrain the squared norm
of the fundamental matrix.
We use the automatic tool from the Polyjam software li-
brary1 [15] to find a reduced Gro¨bner basis for solving the
system of 4 polynomials described2 The solver performs
row reduction via LU decomposition on a 211 × 233 coef-
ficient matrix, producing a 20 × 20 action matrix from the
coefficients of the reduced coefficient matrix. The eigen-
vectors of this action matrix reveal up to 20 solutions for
{f4, f5, f6, λ}, from which only the real solutions are kept.
We have found that typically 8 or fewer real solutions exist
in practice.
3.4. An Efficient Generalized Eigenvalue Solution
The Gro¨bner basis method presented in the previous sec-
tion is inefficient due to the large LU decomposition and
thus is expensive to use in a RANSAC scheme [5]. To de-
sign a more efficient solution method, we follow the idea of
Kukelova et al. [19] and use an additional correspondence
to obtain a dramatically simpler system of equations that
can be solved more efficiently and, in our case, with greater
numerical stability.
If we consider 6 point correspondences instead of the
minimal 5, the linear system of Eq. (15) formed from the
epipolar constraint may instead be written as:
(λC1 + C2)f = 0, (23)
where C1 and C2 are 6 × 6 coefficient matri-
ces formed directly from the epipolar constraint and
f = [f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6]
>. This linear system is a Gener-
alized Eigenvalue Problem (GEP) of the form:
C2f = −λC1f, (24)
which may be readily solved with linear algebra software
packages such as Eigen3. After solving this eigenvalue
1https://github.com/laurentkneip/polyjam
2For a detailed description of Gro¨bner basis techniques and their appli-
cations to computer vision, please see [3, 17, 27]
3http://eigen.tuxfamily.org/
problem, the eigenvalues of this GEP correspond to the so-
lutions for the radial distortion parameter λ, and the corre-
sponding eigenvectors contain the entries of F .
4. Uncalibrated Reconstruction on a Sphere
The methods described in Section 3 allow us to solve for
radial distortion parameters and fundamental matrices be-
tween two cameras from point correspondences. In this sec-
tion, we describe a Structure from Motion pipeline which
uses these minimal solvers to determine camera poses, cal-
ibration, and scene structure from uncalibrated video in-
put. The input to our pipeline is an outward-facing video
sequence undergoing spherical motion. Compared to the
pipeline of Ventura [33], our system does not require cam-
era calibration and is more robust to deviations from spher-
ical motion.
At a high level, our system tracks features through the
input video and estimates fundamental matrices and radial
distortion between successive keyframes of the video se-
quence. Once the entire sequence has been tracked, we
determine camera calibration parameters (i.e., focal length)
by using “infinite depth” constraints from distant features
in the scene. This calibration can then be applied to the
fundamental matrices to obtain essential matrices, and thus
relative pose parameters [33] between keyframes. A global
rotation averaging method is used to determine camera ori-
entations in a global coordinate system. The positions of
camera undergoing spherical motion are exactly determined
from the camera orientations, which provides a good initial-
ization for bundle adjustment.
4.1. Feature Tracking
We first track feature points detected with
OpenCV’s GoodFeaturesToTrack [26] using Kanade-
Lucas-Tomasi optical flow. Keyframes are cre-
ated when the mean optical flow distance exceeds
0.02 ∗ max(image width, image height) pixels, and
the fundamental matrix (and optionally radial distortion)
between keyframes is robustly estimated with MLESAC.
4.2. Calibration
For general motion, fundamental matrices may be de-
composed to obtain the focal length and relative pose pa-
rameters [28]; however, spherical motion is exactly a crit-
ical motion for autocalibration because the optical axes of
each camera intersect at a equidistant finite point (i.e., the
sphere’s center). As a result, the focal length cannot be de-
termined from the fundamental matrices alone, though the
fundamental matrices remain valid [28]. Since the funda-
mental matrices cannot provide camera calibration, we must
resort to another method to obtain the camera focal lengths.
For our target application scenario (outward-facing
handheld video), it is often the case that part of the scene
Figure 3. Our method (left) performs accurate calibration online
and reconstructs the Hawaii scene correctly. Using bad calibration
(right) can lead to inaccurate pose estimates with broken structure
despite an explicit loop closure detection.
is very distant. For these parts of the scene, we may ap-
proximate the relative motion between keyframes as pure
rotation instead of motion on a sphere. This is a reasonable
approximation when the scene is distant because the depth
of 3D point is essentially infinite and thus the translation
component of the pose does not affect reprojection of the
point. Further, pure rotation models have been shown to be
an accurate method for camera intrinsic calibration that is
capable of handling small translations [22].
To obtain camera calibration from our uncalibrated in-
put sequence, we estimate a pure-rotation model between
pairs of keyframes in addition to fundamental matrices us-
ing the minimal solver of [2] to estimate relative rotation,
focal length, and radial distortion. We determine whether
a fundamental matrix or rotation-only motion best fits the
data by computing the GRIC score [9, 32] of both motion
estimations and store the model with the best GRIC score.
The focal length estimates from all rotation-only keyframe
pairs are collected and a single focal length for the video se-
quence is computed using kernel voting [20]. The radial dis-
tortion for the video sequence is similarly estimated from all
fundamental matrix and rotation-only keyframes with ker-
nel voting. Once the sequence has been calibrated, we may
compute essential matrices from the fundamental matrices
and extract relative pose parameters [33].
4.3. Global Scene Reconstruction
Now that we have camera calibration parameters and rel-
ative poses between keyframes, we may use the rotation av-
eraging method of [4] to estimate global orientations for the
cameras from from relative rotations. The position of cam-
eras under spherical motion is exactly determined by the
camera orientation, so this effectively provides us an initial-
ization of the full camera pose for bundle adjustment. Note
that we initialize all keyframe positions according the spher-
ical motion assumption, even if the keyframe only observed
rotation-only motions.
After initial pose estimation, 3D structure is estimated
using inverse depth parameterization which is more stable
to the small baselines observed for outward-facing recon-
structions [33]. We then apply a series of nonlinear opti-
mizations to refine camera poses and inverse depth struc-
ture. In order to properly constrain the camera poses and
remain robust to small baselines, we alternate between per-
forming bundle adjustment with a soft prior to encourage
spherical motion (we call this “spherical bundle adjust-
ment”) and standard unconstrained bundle adjustment. The
prior is a simple L2 loss penalizing the difference between
current camera positions and the positions projected onto
a unit sphere. Note that this is different from the spheri-
cal bundle adjustment of [33], where a hard constraint is
used to enforce poses to adhere to spherical motion. Unlike
[33], our bundle adjustment scheme allows for deviations
from spherical motion but still prevents the camera poses
from collapsing into a single point.
We use the following strategies for optimization:
A: Spherical bundle adjustment, no bad point filtering.
B: Spherical bundle adjustment, bad point filtering.
C: Unconstrained bundle adjustment, no intrinsics opti-
mization, bad point filtering
D: Unconstrained bundle adjustment, intrinsics opti-
mization, bad point filtering.
We use the following sequence to refine camera poses
and 3D structure: ABABCD. The initial camera poses may
be noisy, so we first run bundle adjustment while constrain-
ing the motion to a sphere to allow for a well-constrained
optimization when potentially few 3D points are triangu-
lated (A). This substantially improves the initial poses, and
allows for more points to be triangulated (B) and a better
conditioned optimization. We then run unconstrained bun-
dle adjustment following by a final round of camera intrin-
sics optimization. Successive rounds of triangulation, point
filtering, and optimization allow for a wide convergence ra-
dius when the initial poses are inaccurate while simultane-
ously allowing for deviations from a a purely spherical mo-
tion model.
5. Experiments
We conducted several experiments using synthetic and
real data to measure the performance of our algorithms, and
compare them to state of the art solutions for general mo-
tion. For the 4-point algorithm for estimating fundamental
matrices, we compare against the 8-point algorithms [10]
provided in the TheiaSfM library [29]. For the 5 and 6-
point algorithms which estimate fundamental matrices and
radial distortions, we compare against Fitzgibbon’s 9-point
method [7].
In order to generate synthetic data for our tests, we gen-
erate random spherical motion such that the relative rotation
magnitude is between [0, 10◦]. The camera positions are
computed such that both cameras lie on the unit sphere. We
generate 1000 3D points randomly with a depth between
[6, 10] with respect to the first camera. Each point is pro-
jected into both cameras using a focal length of 1200.
Table 1. We measured the mean runtime of our solvers over
10,000 trials. Our 4-point algorithm is of comparable efficiency
to the 8-point algorithm [10], while our 6-point algorithm is 5×
faster than the 9-point algorithm [7] and 2 orders of magnitude
faster than our 5-point algorithm.
Method Time (µs)
4-point Fundamental 4.34
5-point Fundamental + λ 1188.46
6-point Fundamental + λ 9.92
3-point Spherical Essential [33] 6.9
8-point Fundamental [10] 4.11
9-point Fundamental + λ [7] 51.91
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Figure 4. We measure the numeric stability of our spherical mo-
tion solvers compared to the general motion counterparts. Top:
Our 4-point algorithm is 2-4 orders of magnitude more accurate
than the 8-point algorithm [10]. Bottom: Our 6-point algorithm
exhibits comparable or better numeric stability than the 9-point
algorithm [7] while our 5-point algorithm is the least accurate.
5.1. Timing
We calculated the average computation time for our
solvers over 10 000 randomly generated problems. The test-
ing was performed on a 3.4 GHz Intel Core i7 with code
written in C++. The mean runtimes of our algorithms are
given in Table 1. Our 4-point and 6-point solvers are ex-
tremely efficient, with runtimes comparable to or better than
the comparable algorithms for general motion. The pro-
posed 5-point algorithm is 2 orders of magnitude slower,
indicating that it is not suitable for real-time use.
5.2. Numeric Stability
We tested the numerical accuracy of the solvers with
ideal, zero-noise observations. We generated 10000 random
problems using the configuration described above, and mea-
sure the Frobenius norm of the error between the estimated
and true fundamental matrix. The normalized distortion er-
ror is measured for our 5- and 6-point algorithms, along
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Figure 5. Left: Our 5-point algorithm (green) and 6-point algo-
rithm (blue) perform comparably to or better than the 9-point al-
gorithm [7] (red) under image increasing noise, though the 5-point
algorithm has the worst performance for zero-noise. Right: Our
system successfully undistorts images in the Rooftop sequence
captured with a wide angle GoPro camera.
Table 2. Our SfM system is extremely efficient, and is able to
reconstruct all frames in a video sequence at 10-20Hz.
Dataset # Frames Recon. Time (s)
Street [33] 465 42
Hawaii 1481 86
Rattlesnake 1864 102
GoPro 1343 112
with the 9-point algorithm [7] as: |λ − λgt|/|λgt|. The re-
sults are plotted in Figure 4. The 4-point and 6-point solvers
demonstrate excellent numerical stability, with 98% of the
fundamental matrix errors below 10−12. The 5-point algo-
rithm is notably less stable in computing both the funda-
mental matrix and radial distortion, with the 6-point solver
being 2-4 orders of magnitude more accurate.
5.3. Robustness to Image Noise
To measure the accuracy and robustness of our methods,
we performed an experiment on synthetic data with Gaus-
sian pixel noise ranging from 0 to 2 pixels. We performed
1,000 trials at each level of pixel noise. For each trial, we
generate using the random setup described above. When
multiple solutions are returned by the minimal solvers, we
use a single additional point to select the best solution
among them.
The results are plotted in Figure 5. Our 4-point algorithm
for computing fundamental matrices demonstrates compa-
rable robustness to the standard 8-point algorithm [10].
The accuracy of determining radial distortion parameters
is known to be sensitive to image noise [19], though our
6-point algorithm is able to compute the distortion with
slightly better accuracy than both our 5-point and Fitzgib-
bon’s 9-point algorithms.
5.4. SfM Pipeline
We tested the SfM pipeline described in Section 4.3 on
several video sequences to demonstrate the efficiency and
robustness of our system, using the proposed 6-point algo-
ritihm to estimate fundamental matrices and radial distor-
Figure 6. Left: Our method successfully reconstructs the Street
dataset [33] without prior calibration. Right: Despite only ob-
serving distant features, our method is able to reconstruct camera
poses from the Rattlesnake dataset. Reconstructed camera frus-
tums are shown in red.
tion parameters. The datasets were captured using a Google
Pixel phone while holding the phone at arm’s length facing
outward. These datasets include a variety of outdoor scenes
with near and distant objects. The video lengths range from
1 minute to three minutes. The Hawaii dataset captures a
scene at the beach with mountains nearby with a full 360◦
loop. Rattlesnake was captured at the cliff of a mountain
looking down into a valley, with the camera making a sinu-
soidal motion at arm’s length. The Rooftop dataset captures
a 360◦ loop with a GoPro Hero 5 camera that has significant
radial distortion. We additionally test the outward-facing
Street dataset of [33]. For all datasets we only provide the
video as input to our system without any calibration.
The limited field of view of the camera and the small
baseline between views makes these videos challenging to
reconstruct. Motion blur and rolling shutter effects intro-
duce additional challenges for tracking and keypoint lo-
calization. Despite these challenges, our novel spherical
motion solvers provide an excellent initialization of cam-
era intrinsic parameters and poses for inverse-depth bundle
adjustment. The spherical motion prior (c.f . Section 4.3)
enforced during nonlinear optimization allows the cam-
era poses to be well-constrained in the absence of well-
triangulated 3D structure. As a result, our system is able
to accurately reconstruct all frames in the video sequences
including transitions between near and distant scene points.
The speed of our relative pose solvers allows our method to
be extremely efficient and we are able to reconstruct video
frames at a rate of 10-20Hz (c.f . Table 2). Figures 6 show
results of our SfM reconstructions.
We attempted to reconstruct the video datasets with the
open-source 3D reconstruction libraries COLMAP [24],
Theia [29], and ORB-SLAM24. ORB-SLAM2 requires
4https://github.com/raulmur/ORB_SLAM2
Figure 7. The Rooftop sequence is captured with a GoPro Hero5
camera which features a wide-angle lens with significant radial
distortion. Given an uncalibrated video as input, our method com-
putes accurate structure of the rooftop and the surrounding build-
ings.
calibrated input so we have provided camera intrinsic pa-
rameters obtained with OpenCV’s checkerboard calibra-
tion. None of these systems were able to reconstruct any
of the video sequences successfully, while our system suc-
cessfully reconstructs all video sequences without any prior
calibration information provided. Even when providing cal-
ibration parameters to COLMAP and Theia both systems
fail to obtain reconstructions for any of the input datasets.
This is a significant result, as our system allows for accurate
reconstruction where traditional SfM and SLAM systems
are unable to obtain even partial reconstructions. Accurate
pose reconstruction enables several interesting applications
such as depth-aware panorama reconstruction [12] or dense
reconstruction with multiview stereo [8, 25].
6. Multiview Stereo Reconstruction
A motivating application for our system is to enable high
quality multiview stereo (MVS) scene reconstructions, by
simply rotating a camera on a circle. Panorama-style cap-
ture is one of the most common and convenient methods for
Figure 8. An overhead view of the SfM reconstruction of the
Rooftop video sequence.
Figure 9. Accurate camera poses recovered from our system en-
ables dense reconstruction with multiview stereo [25]
capturing a scene, yet most SfM systems fail to reconstruct
poses for sequences with this type of motion.
We demonstrate that our method can yield high quality
MVS reconstructions by using the camera poses and cali-
bration obtained with our reconstruction method for an off-
the-shelf MVS method [25]. Note that MVS methods re-
quire highly accurate (sub-pixel) pose to reconstruct fine
structures. The MVS technique successfully extract depths
for near parts of the scene, including thin objects (see Fig-
ure 10).
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new SfM method
for reconstructing camera poses that lie approximately on
a sphere. Our system is suitable for reconstructing video
sequences when a user is rotating the camera from an out-
stretched arm. This panorama-style capture is common and
convenient, yet previous uncalibrated SfM and SLAM so-
Figure 10. An input frame from the video sequence (left) and the
corresponding depth map from an MVS pipeline (right). Accurate
poses from our SfM system allow for depth reconstruction of near
points in the scene, including thin structures, allowing for correct
parallax e.g., when viewed in a VR headset.
lutions are unable to obtain accurate reconstructions due
to the rotation-dominant motion and distant scene points.
We introduced three novel relative pose solvers that com-
pute fundamental matrices and camera calibration under
the assumption of spherical motion. These solvers require
fewer correspondences than the general-motion algorithms,
leading to faster convergence in RANSAC schemes. We
have integrated the solvers into a robust and efficient SfM
pipeline that computes accurate camera pose and 3D struc-
ture. By using a soft prior on camera motion, camera poses
are properly constrained during bundle adjustment and con-
verge to a high quality solution in the absence of well-
triangulated 3D points. This allows our system to handle
deviations from purely spherical motion, though significant
deviations will cause our method to fail.
The results of our SfM pipeline are suitable for multi-
view stereo reconstruction. The ability to recover accurate
camera poses even when the cameras only view distant fea-
tures is important to properly model parallax. Future work
includes increasing the accuracy of the system, perhaps with
photometric bundle adjustment or “epipolar segment” bun-
dle adjustment [14] to properly handle features with infinite
depth, and designing stereo pipelines that are more robust
to small baselines to obtain better MVS reconstructions.
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